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SportsWise

The city is beginning to open back up, but most Chicago
events and gatherings are cancelled until further notice. We
are replacing our usual calendar with recommendations from
StreetWise vendors, readers and staff to keep you entertained
at home!
2020 has been a crazy year for football.

Cover Story: Folded Map

Tonika Lewis Johnson commuted two hours each way from
Englewood to Lane Tech High School on the Northwest Side.
She realized that north-south streets like Ashland, Paulina
and Western looked different in her neighborhood than on the
Northwest Side, which resulted in the Folded Map project, a tool
that examines segregation in Chicago through photography and
North-South friendships.
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The Playground

Chicago Public Schools ponders a return to the classroom for
special education and primary school students, whom parents
say need hands-on education. CPS admits to "equity" issues with
remote learning, as fewer students than anticipated have signed
up for free connectivity programs.

Inspired by Tonika Johnson's Folded Map project, Vendor A. Allen
shares his experience with segregation.

THIS PAGE: Artist and activist Tonika Johnson (courtesy photo).
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ARTS & (HOME) ENTERTAINMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
Since being stuck inside, which shows have you been watching? Which movies? Have you read any good books lately? Any new music
releases have you dancing in your living room? StreetWise vendors, readers and staff are sharing what is occupying their attention
during this unprecedented time.
To be featured in a future edition, send your recommendations of what to do at home and why you love them to:
Creative Director / Publisher Dave Hamilton at dhamilton@streetwise.org

Spooky Classics!

Twisted Tales of Poe
Just in time for Halloween, AstonRep Theatre Company launches its 2020-21 season with a free streaming
radio broadcast of "Twisted Tales of Poe," based on "Tales of Edgar Allen Poe," adapted by Philip Grecian and directed by Aaron Mays. The spooky treat will stream October 26 – 31 on www.astonrep.com via
SoundCloud. The event is free, but donations will be accepted. "Twisted Tales of Poe" will feature Jordan Arredondo, Meg Elliott, Christian Castro, Rian Jairell, Nevada Montgomery, Victor Salinas and Aja Wiltshire; “The
Tell-Tale Heart,” “The Cask of Amontillado,” “The Black Cat,” and “The Raven,” each created by the master of
the mysterious and macabre. The mysterious presence of the raven, the victim's vulture eye and the catacombs
of Italy all come to life in AstonRep’s streaming radio broadcast. Director Mays comments, “I was an avid reader
as a kid, and Poe was one of my favorite writers. I wasn’t aware of a series of Poe’s stories adapted for radio so when
AstonRep introduced it as a possibility, I instantly jumped at the chance to direct it.”

Tasty Treats!

Near North Health Service Corporation’s Virtual "Home for the Holidays" Pop-up Shop
"Home for the Holidays” is an online holiday shopping experience that gives to Chicago families in need. W hen you
make an online purchase from a Near North pop-up store, you avoid potential COVID-19 exposure at a physical
store, purchased items ship directly to your home, and a portion of each purchase will help Near North continue to
provide healthcare services for thousands of Chicago families. Participating vendors are Double Good Popcorn and
Terri Lynn Confections.
Visit nearnorthhealth.org/home-for-the-holidays to purchase.
.

Vintage Photography!

(HOME) ENTERTAINMENT

Virtual Urban History Seminar
The Chicago History Museum will be hosting a Virtual Urban History Seminar on Thursday, October 29 at
7 p.m. via Zoom. The event is part of a series and features Erik S. Gellman of University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill. Gellman plans to do a presentation titled “Urban Spaces and Democratic Protest in Postwar
Chicago: Historicizing the Street Photography of Art Shay.” To RSVP to this free event, go to: https://www.
chicagohistory.org/event/urban-history-seminar-9/
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Read This!

One Book One Garden: Online at the Chicago Botanic Garden
The Chicago Botanic Garden will be hosting a free online book discussion on “Hippie Food: How
Back-to-the-Landers, Longhairs, and Revolutionaries Changed the Way We Eat” by Jonathan Kauffman. The book is about the how radical eaters in the 1960s and 1970s shaped the way Americans
eat today. The discussion will take place Wednesday, October 28, from 7 - 8 p.m. via Zoom. Tickets
are free of charge. For more information, visit www.chicagobotanic.org.

Haunted Tour!

Prairie Avenue After Dark at Glessner House
Glessner House is offering an online version of one its popular haunted tours. The tour will take place on Thursday, October
29, from 7 - 8 p.m. via Zoom. Curated by William Tyre, it will cover the mystery surrounding the death of Marshall Field Jr.,
the ghost of Edson Keith and more! Tickets are $10 per person and $8 for members.
Learn more at www.glessnerhouse.org

Equality Rocks!

Latina Equal Pay Day
October 29 is Latina Equal Pay Day, representing how far into 2020 Latina women must work, on
average, to earn what white men earned in 2019. While on average, women earn 82 cents for every
$1 men earn, women of color routinely experience much wider wage gaps due to the compounding
effects of gender and racial discrimination. COVID-19 threatens to widen those disparities. Join the
Equal Pay Day Chicago Coalition on Latina Equal Pay Day, the last equal pay day of the year, for a
virtual event with Chicago leaders on working women, COVID-19, and the racial and gender pay disparities that continue to exist in our country. Tune in 4 - 5 p.m. on Thursday, October 29 via Facebook
Live. RSVP at https://www.equalpaydaychi.xyz/

Halloween Fun!

Virtual Mummies Night
The Oriental Institute presents its first-ever virtual Mummies Night at 4 – 7 p.m. on Saturday, October 31. Help virtually mummify a simulated mummy, take a mummy tour, or hear a mummy tale. Make mummy crafts, compete in
mummy trivia, and play a game many a mummy has taken to their own tomb—Senet. Dance to a spooky playlist
and search for mummies with a scavenger hunt! Put on your costume and join in all evening for a mummy celebration that can’t be missed! The fun will take place on Zoom and there is a suggested donation of $5 per device but
the event is FREE. Recommended for children, ages 4 and up, accompanied by an adult. Register at www.eventbrite.
com/e/mummies-night-tickets-117660781565

Get to know Sue!

SUE the T. rex Virtual Tour: Spooky Skeleton
Learn about this famous fossil’s history, complete with trivia and an interactive 3D model.
Attend this online event to revisit SUE and brush up on little-known facts about the most complete Tyrannosaurus
rex. A Field docent will guide you from SUE’s life in the Cretaceous to the latest scientific research. Using a 3D virtual model scanned straight from SUE’s fossilized bones, they’ll point out key features that give hints about SUE’s
past. Trivia breaks give you the chance to test your dinosaur knowledge. Plus, ask the docent questions throughout this interactive experience. This online event is FREE with a suggested $10 donation and fun for adults, families,
and kids (recommended for ages 5+) on October 28 at 3:30 p.m. Registration is required at fieldmuseum.org

the Future of Fashion!

Rev Up Chicago
Rev Up Chicago will be hosting a virtual event on October 29 to celebrate Chicago fashion. The event will take place from 6
- 7:30 p.m. Author Sherrill Bodine will be showcasing the designer finalists for the organization’s annual tuition scholarship.
There is an option to either attend the event free of charge or to donate money to the Apparel Industry Foundation. Proceeds from the event will support the foundation's work, which includes: providing scholarships, educational programming,
vocational training, and more recently, keeping unemployed theater stitchers working to produce PPE. Register at www.
eventbrite.com/e/virtual-rev-up-chicago-tickets-117085902085

-Compiled by Kenny Adusah, Dave Hamilton, Suzanne Hanney, & Nina Rothschild

www.streetwise.org
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Vendors Russ Adams, John Hagan and Donald Morris chat about the world of sports with Executive Assistant Patrick Edwards.

SPORTSWISE

Football

in

2020: Wacky

Don: Welcome to this week’s
edition of SportsWise. Alongside me, I have Russ Adams,
John Hagan, and Patrick
Edwards. Today, we’re discussing the NFL. Nothing
specific: we’re going freestyle
with it. John, you want to get
us going?
John: Thank you, Don. I
would. Well, this year, the
NFL, in general, has been
strange. From a handful of
Tennessee Titans testing positive for COVID-19 to the
Green Bay Packers staying
very dominant in the NFC
North to the four stooges in
the NFC East: Dallas Cowboys, Philadelphia Eagles,
N.Y. Giants and the Washington whatever-they-callthemselves. However, one
thing remains consistent in
an otherwise wacky NFL: the
Kansas City Chiefs are the
team to beat.
Don: I’ve also been checking out the Packers, John.
Those guys are looking like
the champs already. I have
them leading the race, with
our very own Chicago Bears
following. Of course, the big
money lands on the New
England Patriots, Kansas City

Chiefs, and Seattle, but I’m
sticking with one of those
two teams from our NFC
North division.
Patrick: Don, I’m with you. I
like both of your picks: Packers and the Bears. I do have
the Bears in the Super Bowl,
but I have them going against
a powerhouse in the Chiefs
and Pat Mahomes. So, while
I’m still holding strong in
my belief that the Bears will
pull a slight upset this year
and win it all, the Chiefs will
definitely make it interesting.
What do you think, Russ?
Russ: Well, first off, again,
it’s great to have football back
and going strong. I’m loving it. Of course, the virus is
throwing a lil’ wrench in the
greatness, but the games continue. Eventually, something
has to give, but in the meantime, let’s watch and enjoy.
Y’all know I love my sports,
even if there’re no fans, no
tailgating, no wild - nearly
overwhelming at times - hu-

and

Wild!

man cheering from the arena.
John: I’m with you, Russ.
Russ: Shoot, cook some
burgers, a few brats, add a few
sides, and we good to go.
Patrick: Is one of those sides
wings?
Russ: Of course. Can’t have a
proper go at it without it. On
the other side of it, though,
I’m glad the Bears are playing
okay right now. I just hope
they’re prepared for things to
get tough, meaning they’re
gonna have to come with it—
get tougher right along with
the season.
Don: You’re right. 4-1 is really nice, but a loss here, a
loss there, and the pressure’s
on. And with the coronavirus stench heavy around the
league, there could be pressure unlike anything we’ve
ever seen. It’s real trippy out
here now. But, like Russ, I’m
happy it’s back, and I’m going
to watch it as if nothing is in
the works but whatever down
is next.

Patrick: Right on. I like it.
John: That’s a good point,
Don, about not knowing
what’s in the pipeline for us
and the NFL moving forward.
If the Kansas City Chiefs can
avoid getting bombed by the
virus, I believe they’ll likely
represent the AFC in Super
Bowl LIV—
Russ: That’s 54 to those not
in the know!
Patrick: Thank you, brotha,
because I was carrying ones
and moving V’s around to
try to figure out what Super
Bowl we’re on!
John: Yes, the number is 54
for 2020/21, and this is an
important one for sure. But,
yeah, I’m going with K.C. to
pull it out in the AFC. Now,
the NFC? No clue. And, unfortunately, it’s possible the
big game could be pushed
back to March or April.
Don: Not cool.
Any comments or suggestions?
Email pedwards@streetwise.org

FOLDED MAP PROJECT
ARTIST AND ACTIVIST TONIKA JOHNSON'S WORK HIGHLIGHTS THE SEGREGATION ACROSS CHICAGO
by Lacey Latch

Headed north from Englewood, dozens of students sit and
peer out school bus windows. As the blocks go by, vacant
lots turn into beautifully kept homes. The fast food restaurants and liquor stores that can be found in abundance on
the city’s South Side are replaced with high-end boutiques
and cafes. The beauty supply stores and storefront churches that have become South Side neighborhood staples become less and less common the closer the bus gets to its
destination in Roscoe Village.
Tonika Johnson experienced this first hand as she rode the
school bus from her home in Englewood to attend school
at Lane Tech. During that commute, she says, she first truly
realized the differences between these neighborhoods and
the impact of segregation. It was during this commute that
she also realized that the same Englewood streets that she
grew up on also existed near Lane Tech, 15 miles north.
“I just started noticing the streets that were in my neighborhood looked different in the neighborhood that Lane Tech
is in,” Johnson said. “That just piqued my curiosity, like why
is it so different? Who said we wanted this in my neighborhood?”
According to a 2018 study by Apartment List, a website
devoted to apartment listings, Chicago is the 13th most
segregated metro area in the country. This segregation is
well-known and deeply rooted in the city’s complex history,
much of which Chicagoans have grown to accept as the
norm.
About 72 percent of black or white residents would have to
move to a different census tract to even out the numbers,
according to a commonly-used segregation measure called
the index of dissimilarity. In New York, the figure is 65 percent and in Philadelphia, it’s 63 percent, according to CNN.
“With the long history of redlining combined with self-segregation, you limit the possibilities, opportunities and life
chances of different groups. That gap breeds hyper-segregation,” said Horace Hall, a professor of human development at DePaul University who specializes in segregation.
“The hyper-segregated and isolated don’t have access to
quality education and jobs.”
Hall explains that the closure of major job sectors on the
South and West sides, namely industrial jobs in factories
and steel mills, is one of many contributing factors to the
hyper-segregation in the city today. As a result of decline

in employment opportunity, “we’ve
seen an uptick in the number of
Black folks who are leaving Chicago,” Hall said. “It’s almost a mass
exodus.”
Johnson has experienced this segregation firsthand and is keenly
aware of its obvious and underlying impacts on the city and its residents.
“[Segregation] really just removes
the option for people to get to know
different kinds of people in their
same city and live where they want
to live,” she said. “When you remove that option from people it just
creates a horrible cycle of, not just
segregation, but of racism. Even in
a city as progressive and liberal as
Chicago, segregation contributes
to all of those systemic issues continuing to be perpetuated.”
After graduating and moving on
from Lane Tech, Johnson remained
in Englewood, working in community outreach and neighborhood
revitalization programs. Still, the
stark contrasts she noticed on her
daily bus rides stuck with her.
“It was over the years that I kind
of realized that the observations I
had in high school were even more
apparent now and everything we
were working toward and doing
community work for — education,
homeownership, crime, developing a business corridor — I just
realized it was connected to the
segregation and divestment that
I had witnessed in my lifetime living in Englewood,” she said. “And
that’s when I wanted to do a project using photography as a tool to
help people understand Chicago’s
very unique grid map and how it

can help them uniquely understand
what inequity and systemic segregation looks like in a way that you
really can’t replicate.”
Ultimately, that idea became the
Folded Map Project, wherein Johnson matches residents who live on
the same streets, just miles apart
on different sides of the city but
in seemingly different worlds. After identifying a few residents in
Englewood to represent the South
Side of the map, Johnson placed
packets in North Side mailboxes
explaining the project and presenting residents with the opportunity
to participate. About a week later, a
few North Siders called her to join
in on the action. She photographs
them and their homes to show the
very real surface-level disparities
between those on the North and
South sides.
“With Chicago having streets that
extend 15-18 miles from neighborhoods that are under-resourced
to neighborhoods that are overresourced, it just provided an opportunity for people to see it very
clearly and to use photography as a
means for them to expand their understanding, questions and thinking
about what role our city has played
in perpetuating this ongoing issue,”
she said.
These couples, referred to as Map
Twins, sit down together with Johnson and talk about themselves,
their lives and their neighborhoods.
Conversations between map twins
typically start with Johnson facilitating the discussion through a handful of specific questions related to
their neighborhood.

www.streetwise.org
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LEFT: Folded
Map particpent
Wade on his
North Side
porch. BOTTOM
LEFT: Folded
Map participant
Nanette in front
of her South
Side home.
Nanette and
Wade have
met at Wade's
home on the
North Side
(CENTER) and
Nanette's home
on the South
Side (RIGHT).
Photos by Tonika
Johnson.

Brighid O’Shaughnessy, who has a background in theaterbased social justice projects, immediately felt connected to
Johnson and the issue she planned to highlight.
“Especially as a parent to a Black son, so having a biracial
family, this idea of segregation and what it looks like immediately caught my attention,” O’Shaughnessy said.
While O’Shaughnessy was familiar with Englewood through
past non-profit work, she was able to see the neighborhood
through a new lens with Folded Map as her son visited the
neighborhood for the first time. Her son quickly picked up
on aspects of daily life on the South Side that were foreign to
him, including the prevalence of security cameras and guard
dogs on private property.
“Seeing it through the eyes of a child was interesting because I think they pick up on things that sometimes we as
adults are so used to that we don’t necessarily observe the
same things,” she said.
After listening to each other’s responses, “that’s when the
conversation starts,” Johnson said. “It always happens at
different points for each of the Map Twins but it turns into
a conversation where they just stopped thinking about me
being there.”
From there, people with seemingly no similarities on the surface find common ground.
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“When you live in a city like Chicago that is considerably
diverse, very diverse, segregation just prevents people from
having an opportunity to really, truly engage with each other
as individuals, just as neighbors,” Johnson said. “All of the
Map Twins were individuals who felt deeply about this issue
and were ready to have this experience.”
Overall, Johnson’s Folded Map Project has gained considerable attention in Chicago and beyond as one of the first
truly authentic looks at the impact of segregation on an individual level. She was featured in Chicago Magazine as a
2017 Chicagoan of the Year. In 2019, she was named one
of 14 inaugural Field Foundation Leaders for a New Chicago
and was appointed by Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot and the Chicago City Council to the cultural advisory council of the Chicago Department of Cultural Affairs and Special Events. She
was also one of the StreetWise Most Inspiring Chicagoans
of 2020.
Last spring, the New York Times sent a photographer to
capture the disparities between the North and South Sides,
and upon publication in September, Johnson said the concept copied hers. According to theartnewspaper.com, photographer Alex Soth said he was unaware of her project, he
was sorry, and that he captured different neighborhoods,
but he promised to donate his Times fee to the Folded Map
Project. The Times added an editor’s note pointing readers
to Johnson’s work.
“I did not anticipate for so many people across geographic,
economic and racial lines and boundaries to really get at-

tached and connected to this project as a way to show that
the segregation of Chicago isn’t what they want,” she said.
“And it really helped me move individually in the direction of
proposing the question of ‘Does Chicago’s segregation truly
represent how we want to interact with each other?’”
Further, Folded Map has become somewhat of a crash
course in the widespread consequences of segregation
outside of those that may seem obvious, including racism,
negative stereotyping and education inequality.
“[Folded Map] helps people understand that it isn’t something we should normalize, and it is an issue that, beyond
impacting the structure of our neighborhood, it also impacts
our social networks and our relationships that help perpetuate the byproducts of segregation.”
This segregation also restricts the neighborhoods that are
seen as “desirable” to new residents. Johnson’s own neighborhood of Englewood has become synonymous with violence and poverty within the greater discourse about the
city. Importantly, that is not how almost any resident who
lives in Englewood sees their neighborhood. Through the
photographs in this project, Johnson is able to literally show
people what Englewood and the people who live there look
like and value — something virtually impossible to find anywhere else.
“I thought art was the perfect way to bring awareness not
just to the beauty and resilience that is in abundance in Englewood and neighborhoods like it, but to raise awareness

to the question of why isn’t this what we see?” she said.
“Why don’t we all as a city see images and hear stories from
neighborhoods like this?”
From here, Johnson plans to take Folded Map to the city’s
West Side. The stark contrasts she was able to highlight
in the 18 miles from the North to South Side will be even
more apparent on the West Side where it is much more condensed.
Within about 6 miles you can cross through three different
racial groups and numerous neighborhoods, all socially isolated from their immediate neighbor. To Johnson, the West
Side is even more emblematic of the city’s segregation issue
and she intends to showcase that.
“We have small enclaves of diversity, but for the considerable amount of diversity we have in the city, there should be
more neighborhoods that reflect that,” Johnson said. “I think
our city would benefit tremendously from removing some
of those barriers because people who value diversity and
learning from people who have different lived experiences
should be able to have a neighborhood and community that
they want to call home.”
Lacey Latch is a former StreetWise intern. She completed
her undergraduate degree in journalism and media and cinema studies at DePaul University, where she was managing
editor of The DePaulia, DePaul’s student newspaper. She is
now a graduate student in journalism at DePaul and editorin-chief of the DePaulia.
www.streetwise.org
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FOLDED MAP
ARTIST: CONTRACT
SALES CREATED
BLACK-WHITE
WEALTH GAP
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of affordable
housing
'equity' in ending online learning gaps
by Suzanne Hanney

by Suzanne Hanney

and the death of George Floyd, the project has also
functioned “as a bridge to understand the justified rage
of so many, while also offering tangible action toward
systemic change,” she said earlier.

Tonika Lewis Johnson grew up in 1990s Englewood in
the house her grandmother bought after coming up from
the South to a secure government job. Johnson’s closeknit block was filled with people who had the same migration story. Their kids all played outside and went to
the store alone.
But after Johnson graduated from Lane Tech High
School and Columbia College, married and bought a
home back in Englewood, she saw a change. Having
commuted over two hours each way to Lane Tech (at
Belmont and Western Avenues), she knew that streets
like Ashland, Paulina and Western all crossed the city
from south to north. If she folded the map of Chicago
at Madison Street, Englewood would touch neighborhoods like Andersonville, Edgewater and Rogers Park.

She asked people living in the 6400 block of North Hermitage and the 5400 block of South Hermitage the same
question: “What’s missing in your neighborhood?”
“I wouldn’t mind seeing a movie theatre, a bowling alley, some kind of center where the kids could go after
school,” said the South Sider. The North Siders said
they couldn’t think of anything missing.
“Folded Map is just a platform to talk about what we can
do as individuals to break out of this system and connect with each other,” Johnson said during a webinar
for the Chicago Bungalow Association. Since COVID-19
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Availability of safe, in-person instruction is an “issue
of equity,” CPS officials said in a letter on their website,
because pre-K, students in special ed cluster programs,
Black and Latinx students have engaged in remote learning at lower rates than in previous years. “It is evident
that online learning is not working for many of our students and we must explore every possible opportunity to
safely bring students back to school.”

“If you lose your job or want to move after living there
10 years, you lose everything,” Johnson said. “It’s the
origin of the racial wealth gap, why African Americans
are at such disadvantage relative to whites.”

Pre-K classes are limited to 15 students, where they
can social distance. Special ed clusters involve a significantly modified curriculum and support in separate
classrooms.

Blacks used contract sales because large, white-owned
banks wouldn’t lend to them, she said. In addition,
speculators went into neighborhoods that were turning
from white to Black, bought homes for perhaps $14,000
apiece, and resold them to Blacks for $27,000. They
were incentivized to flip the homes over and over. The
practice amounted to theft, and is no longer legal.

Chicago Teachers Union officials, meanwhile, said October
15 that they would launch an independent tracer because CPS
failed to disclose more than 20 schools running on skeleton
crews that had COVID-19 cases this fall.

Still, if those 80 percent of Englewood homes had been
purchased through conventional mortgages, “instead of
25 percent ownership, we’d probably have 80 percent
ownership.”
“The Buildings of Folded Map” is Johnson’s latest project. She is photographing still-standing homes purchased on land sale contracts for an eventual exhibition,
with financial histories of families who bought them. She
would like one home to become a landmark, possibly
the permanent home of the Folded Map project and other artwork.
Still another project is “Belonging,” firsthand audio stories of Black teens who have been racially profiled, and
how it made them feel. Similarly, “The Don’t Go Project” highlights what she calls the “pervasive, casual and
detrimentally impactful racist act” of telling people not
to visit the South or West Sides. “Here we unpack the
stories of those told to not go and how they reacted to
the biases.” She is also developing a Folded Map curriculum for educators in partnership with the University
of Illinois at Chicago. You can read more at tonikaj.com.

The actions mirror issues about remote learning and about the
safety of returning to school buildings in a pandemic that were
raised at a virtual townhall sponsored by Raise Your Hand for
Illinois Public Education. Universal lunch break provoked the
only enthusiasm at the town hall, because all the kids in some
schools can get out and play together, ride their bikes down the
block. A high school parent was happiest that all teachers are
required to send emails home once a week “because as kids get
older it’s hard to know what the heck is going on.” Some parents
also praised teachers’ abilities to engage students.
But there were concerns about the ability to individualize
learning in a virtual classroom (between those who get the lesson quickly and those who don’t) and the ability to hold kids’ attention for 90 minutes – much less a 9-3 school day. For children
with significant disabilities, said one parent, “it doesn’t matter
how fast the computer, they need face-to-face, hands-on. They
are literally falling by the wayside.”
Similarly, a first grader on mute drifted off into singing and
imaginary play – and her teacher couldn’t hear her. Another
first grade parent said their child never gets to talk to classmates.
One mom at the meeting actually suggested a return to sociallydistanced classrooms for special ed and primary schoolers.
A combined bad/good feature for a South Side woman was
the ability to see that her granddaughter wasn’t getting 8th

grade algebra, but what seemed like 6th grade math.
“That’s the good,” chimed in another parent. “Parents are
seeing things they may not have known before, what expectations the school has for the child and where the child is functioning. Now that parents are sitting in the classroom, they say,
‘Oh, my God, what’s what they’re teaching my child! My child
can do more than that!’”
Connectivity was a major issue.
Mayor Lori E. Lightfoot had said during a September 30
townhall hosted by the Triibe that 25,000 households (representing 38,000 students) have signed up for free internet service
with Chicago Connects out of a goal of 60,000 households and
100,000 students. Outstanding debt was one barrier that the
City was addressing, Lightfoot said.
Raise Your Hand’s October 7 townhall was roughly one
month into the school year and one month ahead of CPS’ projected move to hybrid learning at the beginning of the second
quarter. CPS had not communicated with them and they wanted a survey, parents said.
For all the pros and cons of remote learning, parents said that
they were happy their kids were safe from COVID-19. They
weren’t certain that safety could be guaranteed in old school
buildings with poor ventilation.
During the Triibe townhall, Lightfoot said she was monitoring the experience of Chicago archdiocesan schools, which have
been in school buildings five days a week or in hybrid learning
since August.
www.streetwise.org

FROM THE STREETS

But there were boarded up windows at 6329 S. Paulina,
while 6330 N. Paulina was an occupied home flying an
American flag. Johnson realized she had lived the Chicago segregation experience, and so the Folded Map
Project was born. As a photographer, she captured images of similar crosstown addresses and portraits of
“Map Twins”: people who lived in them. She also encouraged them to meet and share experiences.

Englewood changed, she said during the webinar, because 80 percent of its homes sold to Black families
in the ’50s and ’60s were through land sale contracts.
Conventional mortgages give people increasing ownership of their homes, or “equity,” with each monthly
payment. But land contracts don’t offer any equity until
they are paid off in full.

Chicago Public Schools (CPS) officials said October 16
they will begin the second quarter November 9 at home
but will open buildings for preschoolers and students
with moderate to severe disabilities later in the quarter,
after surveying parents’ desire to do so this month.
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INSIDE STREETWISE

Vendor
A. Allen on
segregation
This week’s Folded Map cover story reminded me of my
own high school experience. I grew up in Morgan Park
during the mid-70s. Morgan Park High School was located at 111th and Vincennes and the building itself was
the Black-White boundary: Whites to the west and Blacks
to the east. Blacks had been restricted to east of Vincennes since the 1890s. However, between the Dan Ryan
Expressway and Ashland Avenue about a block and a half
east of the school, there were also poor Whites and Latinos.
The white kids hung out on the west side of the school building and the Blacks gathered on the east side of the building
during lunch hour and before and after class. Some Blacks
mingled on the west side of the building and vice versa. Some
Whites hung out on the east side.
If you did this, you were either a nerd or a party animal who
got high on drugs and alcohol with people of the other race. I
was one of the get-high guys back then. I would also go to the
other side to buy, sell or use drugs with my White associates.
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on. They would watch us so
closely, we would have to go a
little deeper into the White neighborhood or into the Black neighborhood. But it was safe, because we protected one another.

This was a bird’s eye introduction to the other side of the
tracks. Even though it was a negative introduction, it was a
good experience. I got a chance to see our commonality. People are basically the same, regardless of race.
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The Fair Tax is a tax cut for

97% of Illinoisans
When our community hospitals
are closing but the wealthy get
tax breaks something is wrong.

TOGETHER WE CAN FIX THE TAX SYSTEM, MAKING IT
FAIRER, AND PROTECTING ALL OF OUR FAMILIES
PAID FOR BY VOTE YES FOR FAIR TA X
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Find your nearest StreetWise Vendor at
www.streetwise.org

How StreetWise Works

Our Mission
To empower the
entrepreneurial
spirit through the
dignity of
self-employment by
providing
Chicagoans facing
homelessness with
a combination of
supportive social
services, workforce
development
resources and
immediate access
to gainful
employment.

Orientation
Participants complete
a monthlong
orientation, focusing
on customer service
skills, financial
literacy and time
management to
become a badged
vendor.

Financial Literacy
Vendors buy
StreetWise for $0.90,
and sell it for $2. The
profit of $1.10 goes
directly to the
licensed vendor for
them to earn a living.

Supportive
Services
StreetWise
provides
referrals,
advocacy and
other support
to assist
participants in
meeting their
basic needs
and getting
out of crisis.

S.T.E.P. Program
StreetWise’s S.T.E.P. Program provides job readiness
training and ongoing direct service support to ensure
participants’ success in entering the traditional workforce.

Solution

THE PLAYGROUND

No matter what we look like or
where we come from we all want
to know our families are safe
and taken care of.
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THE CHICAGO PREMIERE

THE MOST SPECTACULARLY LAMENTABLE TRIAL OF

MIZ MARTHA WASHINGTON
James Ijames
Directed by Whitney White
By

The recently widowed “Mother of America”—attended to by the very
enslaved people who will be free the moment she dies—takes us deep
into the ugly and thorny ramifications of America’s original sin.

RADICALLY VULNERABLE,
OUTRAGEOUSLY HILARIOUS
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